
vancouver’s schindler jews

Vancouver’s Schindler Jews presents the story of Oskar Schindler 
who rescued over 1000 Jews during the Holocaust, through the 
unique perspective of four Schindlerjuden who later immigrated 
to Canada and found new lives in Vancouver. The exhibit is based 
on the personal narratives, documents and photographs of the four 
Schindler survivors - Else Dunner, Bernard Goldberg and Esther 
and Leon Kaufman - ensuring that their unique voices will not be 
lost.

The exhibit addresses issues of racism, moral decision-making, and 
rescue during the Holocaust, and concludes with an examination of 
acts of rescue during the Rwandan crisis.

Sponsorship provided by the Bertha Fraeme Endowment Fund, of 
the VHEC. With special thanks to Faye Abrams, Barry Dunner, Manu 
Kabahizi and Lyliane Thal for their assistance.

exh ib i t ion contents

The exhibit consists of large graphic banners that tell the story of Oskar 
Schindler from the perspective of four of the people who he saved, 
who later immigrated to Canada. The large banners can be hung either 
against a wall or from the ceiling, but they are sequential and need 
to be installed so the visitor moves along the story in chronological 
order (for example, around the walls of a large room). Each banner 
describes the historical context as well as first person testimony from 
the survivors, and reproductions of photographs and documents. The 
banners are complimented by a projection of footage of pre-war Jewish 
life in Poland and interactive clips of video testimony.

Additional Components: Educational resources are available for 
reprint, including digital files for a Teacher’s Guide, docent scripts 
and publicity materials. An exhibit poster is also available to be 
reprinted for promotional purposes.

booking information

space requ irements

The entire exhibit runs approximately 70 linear feet. The exhibit  
consists of:
•	 18	banners,	measuring	72”X35”
•		 one	dvd	to	be	projected	on	a	screen	or	wall	–	consists	of	a	five	

minute loop depicting pre-war Jewish life in Poland one dvd 
containing clips of video testimony from Else Dunner, Esther 
and Leon Kaufman and Bernard Goldberg

rental  costs

Rental Fee: The	 rental	 fee	 for	 this	 exhibit	 is	 $2,000.	A	deposit	of	
$500	is	required	at	the	time	of	scheduling.	Each	venue	is	responsible	
for all shipping costs. 

Insurance Value: $5000.00	CAD

Shipping: Two-way shipping costs to be assumed by the borrower.
Shipping to be arranged by the borrower. 

loan per iod

The	exhibit	may	be	booked	for	a	6	to	8	week	
period. Longer rental periods are available by 
arrangement.

Security Level: Low

sh i pp ing spec i f icat ions

Summary:	2	cardboard	boxes

1	box:	8”	x	8”	x	48”		/	30	lbs

1	box:	8”	x	8”	x	48”		/	30	lbs

Note: We recommend that you check the 
means and cost of shipping before booking an 
exhibit.

contact us 
Vancouver Holocaust Education Centre  
50	–	950	West	41st	Avenue 
Vancouver,	BC,	Canada		V5Z	2N7	

tel.	604.264.0499			 fax.604.264.0497 
email. info@vhec.org   www.vhec.org


